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was collected by visiting universities
and research labs around the world

and taking the data from their public
site. As you can imagine with a raw
dataset of this size there will still be
some errors and typos, however with
each update the database is being

checked and updated for correctness. I
am not affiliated with the database in

anyway, and wanted to start a
discussion on a free public research

database. ~~~ toomuchtodo [ > In the
HTML DOM, all pages that exist are
accessible through [id=''wiki''] >

unless they are referenced with the
special [page title=''...''] list of > pages
that have been given the special tag.

Not sure how resource intensive this is
going to be, but if you want to maintain
something like this yourself, you may
be interested in a wiki framework like

this one: [ it/dashit/wiki/]( This
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invention relates to an improved
process for the isomerization of normal

alpha-olefins of from 4 to 8 carbon
atoms. More particularly, it is

concerned with the use of a catalyst
combination of a conventional

isomerization catalyst and a novel
catalyst comprising a solid metal

aluminosilicate. The improved process
is one of the most effective olefin

isomerization processes in commercial
operation at this time. The olefin
isomerization process requires a

significant balance between conversion
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